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Progress towards the confinement of a low energy 
electron-positron plasma in a magnetic mirror trap
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A compact magnetic mirror trap with plugging potential

main coil
side coil

R > 5

vacuum pressure ~ 3 x 10-10 torr

e-gunF.C.

16ch DAC: -10~+10V, 16bit, 1MHz
for potential control

26m

Schematic of the experimental setup
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Confinement time and electrostatic oscillations

A confinement time in a simple magnetic mirror is
about 40ms, which is long enough to observe the
plasma oscillations in the order of MHz.
A confinement time in a harmonic potential inside
the magnetic mirror is longer than 100s, which is
long enough to take the timing for injecting
positrons, mixing positrons with electrons, and so
on.

Electrostatic oscillations of a nonneutral electron
plasma composed of 2 x 107 electrons in the
magnetic mirror were measured in the range of a
few MHz.

H. Higaki, et al., Appl.Phys.Express 5 (2012) 106001
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7/20Schematics of an experimental procedure
base pressure of 3 x 10-10 torr increases to 1 x 10-8 torr when injecting e- and e+

R > 5

Outer plug 
potentials for e-

inner plug 
potentials for e+
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~30ms
~76ms ~13ms

red : BGD without positrons
black : signals with  positrons



9/20Parameters for PIC simulations
୫୧୬ = 0.023 [T]
୫ୟ୶ = 0.135 [T]

mirror ratio = 5.8
Loss Cone Angle ~ 24°
ୡୣ = 2.7e-10 (@ ୫ୟ୶)

Time Step 5e-11 [s]
Step Number 1e+5

Grid size Dx, Dy 3.16 mm
Grid size Dz 9.14 mm

x, y : Uniform
z : Gaussian

vx, vy : Gaussian (1eV)
vz : Gaussian (2eV)
Macro Particles :  ~104 x 2
Weight e- : 2000 (~2x107 )

Weight e+ : 10  (~105 )
e+ e-
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electrons 
in z-vz

positrons 
in z-vz

electrons + 
positrons

in z-x
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loss cone boundaries





The simultaneous confinement of 2 x 107 electrons and 105 positrons with
energies less than a few eV was demonstrated experimentally in a compact
magnetic mirror trap with plugging potentials. It was confirmed that the
confinement time in the early phase of the mixing process exceeded 70 ms for
positrons. In addition, it was observed that a kind of instability resulted in the
radial diffusion of positrons inside the magnetic mirror.

PIC simulations for the mixing process with the experimental configurations
were also performed. It was inferred that preparing more positrons in the harmonic
potential and reducing the potential adiabatically inside the magnetic mirror is
necessary to confine more positrons without plugging potentials.

To be improved : the use of SC magnet, how to inject electrons,
the stronger RI source (5mCi 50mCi)，etc.

H. Higaki, C. Kaga, K. Fukushima, et al., New J. Phys. 19 (2017) 023016.
C. Kaga, Plasma and Fusion Res. 12 (2017) 1401001.
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Time Step 5e-11 [s]
Step Number 1e+5

Grid size Dx, Dy 0.55 mm
Grid size Dz 0.776 mm

x, y : Gaussian
z : Uniformm

vx, vy : Gaussian (0.1eV)
vz : Gaussian (0.eV)

Macro Particles :  ~5 x 104 x 2
Weight e- : 1000 (~5x107 )
Weight e+ : 1000  (~5x107 )

electron-positron plasmas in a uniform B field ?

I.D.=40mm inner 
plug

outer 
plug

outer 
plug

୫୧୬ = 0.02 [T], ୡୣ ~ 1.8 x10-9 [s]

inner 
plug

+30V -30V+20V +20V -20V-20V



electrons in z-vz
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I.D.=70mm inner 
plug

outer 
plug

initial plug
Schematic of the test experiment

Uniform B ~ 100 G
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Procedure 17/20



tc ~ 99 ms

tc ~ 1 ms

Accumulation of electrons in the inner plug potential 18/20

p ~ 5 x 10-9 torr
Ntot ~ 5 x 108





Summary on the uniform field

It may be possible to confine electrons and positrons simultaneously in
a uniform magnetic field with plugging potentials. The dispersion relation
becomes much simpler.

PIC simulations on the mixing process of 5 x 107 electrons and
positrons in a uniform magnetic field with plugging potentials were
conducted.

Test experiments suggested that the interaction time may exceed 100 ms.
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